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No issue is of greater hnportance to the
A1nerican people than the issue of \Var
and peace. It is the grnvest responsibility
of any p1·esident, any ad1ninistration, to
defend the peace, so that our ideals of
freedom and justice can thrive in an environment of security.
History has seen fit to bestO\V on our
country a very special challenge. The
moment when the United States took its
place as a leader and pern1anent actor on
the stage of international polities-at the
end of the Second World War-coincided
\Vith the da\vn of the nuclea1· age. F:t·on1
that point 1 there \Vas no tu1·ning back.
Atnerica could no longer attempt to isolate itself from world affairs-not when
nations possessed the means to destroy
each other on a scale unhnagined in
history.
llut with the dawn of the nuclear
age, there also ca1ne efforts-and \Vith a
special urgency-to limit or control this
new weaponry. The United States led the
\Vay, proposing in the Baruch Plan of
1946 to elhninate nuclear \Veapons and
place nuclear energy under an international authol'ity. The plan was rejected
by the Soviet leaders.
Today, this aspirntion to banish the
specter of nuclear \var is shared by all
civilized hu1nan beings. We are faced
today \Vith a basic truth: 11A nuclear \Vat·
cannot be \Von and 1nust never be
fought!' That's a quote from Ronald
Reagan. Guided by this truth, the United
States has been seeking to enhance its

national security not only by strengthening its defenses and its alliances but
also-with equal vigor-by negotiating
with the Soviet Union and other nations
on the 1nost an1bitious ar1ns control
agenda in history.
I want to speak to you today about
this Achninistration's approach to arms
control. I'll begin with a realistic look at
the role of ar1ns control in our overall
strategy for peace and security. Then I
\Vant to say so1nething about the various
negotiations on our agenda. Ij,inally, Jld
like to tell you what I see as the Ill'erequisites for progress to\vard our arn1s
control objectives.
ARMS CONTROL AS A DIMENSION
OF INTERNATIONAL POLITICS
Preserving peace n1eans n1ore than
avoiding catastrophe. As President
Reagan has put it: "We must both defend
freedom and preserve the peace. We
1nust stand true to our principles and our
friends \vhile preventing a holocaust."
There is no escape fro1n this dual responsibility. We cannot conduct national security policy as if the special danger of
nuclear \Veapons did not exist. But in our
pursuit of peace and arms control, \VC
must not abdicate our responsibility to
defend our values in a \Vorld \Vhere free
societies are the exception rather than
the norn1.
The intense rivalry today between
East and West has been disciplined, in
the nuclear age, by the specter of mutual
destruction; but the rivalry has not
ended. In any previous age, so funda-

n1ental a clash of national interests and
moral perceptions might well have led to
general \Var. In the nuclear age, this cannot be pel'mitted, and both sides know it.
In light of that continuing rivalry,
and the profound 1nistrust that it engenders, there are 1nany skeptics \Vho question the value of the arins control
process. "Since \Ve shnply can't trust the
Soviets to honor agree1nents," they say,
"why bother to try to negotiate with
them?" 'fhere are others \vho question
our 0\\'11 con11nitn1ent to the process, as
though a strong defense and workable
arn1s control·agreements \Vere n1utually
exclusive rather than 1nutually reinforcing objectives.
Well, \Ve are con11nitted to ar1ns control, but that conunitinent is not based on
naivete 01· wishful thinking. It is based
on the conviction that, \Vhatever the differences bet\veen us, the United States
and the Soviet Union have a profound
and overriding con11non interest in the
avoidance of nuclear \Val' and the survival
of the human race. A responsible national
security policy must include both strong
deterrence and active pursuit of arn1s
control to restrain con1petition and 1nake
the world safer. This is our policy.
.The effort to control weapons, of
course, is not a product of the nuclear
age. History has seen many attempts to
negotiate lhnits on nun1bers 01· characteristics of1najor a1·n1a1nents. The goals
\Vere-and are-\vorthy goals: to be able
to shift resources to other, rnore productive uses, and to add a 1neasure of
restraint, predictability, and safety to a
world of political rivall'ies. Before World
War I, Britain and Ge1·many negotiated
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on \Vays of li1niting naval const1·uctic~n.
Bet,veen \Vorld \Vars I and II, there
\Vere extensive 111ultilateral negotiations
to limit the building of capital ships,
including a 1najor naval disar1nan1ent
agreetnent signed in \Vashington in 1922.
The Kellogg-Briand Pact of 1928 even
atten1pted to ban \\'ar itself as an instru1nent of policy.
1'hese efforts, \Ve \Veil kno\v, failed
to prevent \Var. There is a lesson here:
the endeavor to control ar1na1nents does
not 01)erate in a vactnnn. It is a di1nension of international politics, and it cannot be divorced fron1 its political context..
Arn1s control cannot resolve the ideological and geopolitical conflicts that lead to
con1petitive a1·1ning in the fi1·st place. By
itself it cannot delive1· security, or prevent \VHt\ and \Ve should not hnpose on
the fragile process of ;_u·n1s control bu1·dens it cannot carry and expectations it
cannot fulfill. \Vhile ar1ns control agreen1ents the1nselves can contribute to
reducing tensions, basic stability 1nust
underlie political relations bet\veen the
supet·po,vers or else the process of arn1s
control nlay not even survive. 'l'he
SALT II [;trnlegic arms limitation talks]
TI·eaty, for exan1ple, \\ hich had n1nn:v
other difficulties, \VaR \vithdra\Vn fron1
Senate consideration at the request of
President Ca1'te1· after the controversy
generated by the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan.
'l'herefore, \Vhile \Ve pur.sue ar1ns
control \Vith great energy, \Ve 1nust beat·
in n1incl that progress depends on 1nany
factors beyond the substance of the pro~
posals or the ingenuity of the negotiators.
For ar111s control to succeed, \Ve nlust
also \Vork to shape the conditions that
n1akc success possible: \\'e 111ust 1naintain
the balance of po\ver, \\'C 1nust ensure the
cohesion of our alliances, and \Ve 1nust
both recognize the legitiinate security
concerns of our adversaries and be realistic about their a111bitions. On this secure
foundation, \Ve 111ust seek to engage our
adversaries in concrete efforts to resolve
political problems.
1

COMPLEXITY OF ARMS CONTROL
Because of this clash of interests and
values, ar1ns control negotiations
between the United Stales and the
Soviet Union are a difficult and laborious
process and have ahvays been so. Ever
since nuclear arn1s control negotiations
began in earnest son1e 20 years ago, the
Soviets' perception of their 1nilitary
requiretnents, and their aversion to thorough 1neasures of verification 1 have been
significant obstacles to agreement.
No \Vonder, then, that all our arms
control negotiations \vith the1n have been
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protracted. The 19G3 Limited Nuclear
Test Ban 'Ii·eaty \Vas preceded by 8 years
of negotiation and discussion. The 1968
Non-Proliferation 'l)·eaty took 4 vears to
negotiate. The SAI5!' I ~ccords of 1972
took aln1ost 3 years of effort, and negotiations for the SALT I I 'Il·eaty lasted
nearly 7 years.
Even \Vith good faith on both sides,
there are differences of perspective-de~
riving fron1 history, geography, strategic
doctrine 1 alliance obligations, and cotnparative 1nilitary advantage-\vhich con1~
plicate the task of con1pro1nise. 'l'he
Soviets have long had an advantage in
larger1 n1ore po\\'erful intercontinental
ballistic missiles (ICBMs); the United
States took advantage of its technological
superio1·ity by developing 111issilecarrying sub1narines, sn1aller \Varheads,
and a 1nore broadly based deterrent.
These asy1n1netries in force structure
and capabilities are not 111erely of acade111ic interest. It is enor1nousl.v difficult
to define equality, for exa1nple, bet\veen
very different kinds of forces. The proble1n is cotnpoundecl b.Y other factors such
as the extent of air defenses, civil
defenses, and hardening of silos and of
con1111and and conh·ol, in \Vhich the t\vo
sides' forces also differ.
The tusk of arn's control has been
furthe1· con1plicated by a continuing revolution in technology. 11any of our strategic assun1ptions have been n1ade
obsolete by technological changes in the
past decades. Not only is there no 11quick
fix 11 in arn1s control but there is no 11 per111anent fix" either.
Ceilings on ntunbers of strategic 1nissile launchers 1nay have been 1nore 111eaningful in an era of single \Varheads. No\v,
in an age of heavy intercontinental 111issiles1 each capable of carrying large ntunbers of accurate \Varheads, litnits on
inissiles alone are no longer sufficient.
Significant reductions in nutnbers of \Varheads, and Soviet 1noven1ent a\vay fron1
reliance on heavy ICB1ls, are needed for
strategic stability. This is the essence of
our proposal in the strategic arn1s reduction talks (m· START), and it is also an
important 1nessage of the bipartisan
Sco\vcroft con11nission's report on the
future of our strategic forces.
CURRENT U.S. GOALS IN ARMS
CONTROL
Previous a1·111s control agreen1ents have
lhnited only partial a8pects of nuclear
arsenals 1 per1nitting development and
deployn1ent to proceed in other arens.
Both sides have pursued technological
innovation and expansion in areas not
covered or inadequately covered by
agreements with the result that aftm·

each ne\V agree1nent there have been
1nore nuclear \\'capons, nut £2\ver. The
experience of the past has no\v brought
us to a n1ore tnaturc phase of the ar1ns
control process, in \Vhich \Ve are con1pelled lo tackle the real problenrn of
nuclear stability n1ore con1prehcnsively
and directly than ever before. At the
sa1ne thne, our efforts to control nonnuclear \Veapons are proceeding on all
fronts.
Four Basic Objectives
In all our arn1s control efforts today, \\'e
are guided by four basic objectives:
reductions, equality, stability, and verifiability.
ltcductions. The agree1nentN \\'e
seek should actually constrain the 111ilitary capabilities of the parties by reducing \\'eapons and forces subi->tnntially, not
1nerely freezing lhe1n at existing or
higher levels as n1ost prcviou8 agree111ents have done.
Equality. These reductions should
result in equal or equivalent level8 of
forces on both sides. An agreen1ent that
legitiinizes an unequal balance of forces
creates instability and 1nay increase the
risk of eventual conflict.
Stability. Arn1s control 1neasures
tnust genuinely enhance the stability of
deterrence in crises. This 1neans that
after reductions, each side's retaliato1·~1
force should be secure enough to survive
if the other side strikes first. llence,
under stable conditions, the te111ptation
to fire first in a crh.;is or confrontation
\\'ill be 1ninilnized.
Verifiability. Finally, arn1s control
agree1nents 1nust include provisionR for
effective verification of con1p1iance by all
parties. Experience has sho\vn that
agree1nents lacking such provi.sions
becon1e a source of tension and 1nistrust,
rather than reinforcing the prospects for
peace. The President's recent finding of
Soviet violations 01· probable violations of
a ntnnber of arn1s control obligations
underlines that effective verification is
essential.
Arms Control Agenda
With these objectives as our guideposts,
the Reagan Adn1inistration has undertaken an unprecedented range of negotiations ahned at reducing the danger of \Var
and building international confidence and
secu1·ity. In ahnost every case, the basic
franle\vork and concepts of these negotiations have been the result of Western ini~
tiatives, developed in close consultation
a1nong our allies and friends a1·ound the
world.
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S'll\R'f. Our proposals in the strategic ar1ns reduction talks are designed
to reduce the role in our respective arsenals of ballistic inissiles, especially landbased intercontinental ballistic inissiles.
The Soviet Union today holds a threefold
advantage over the United States in
ICBl\f \varheads. Excessive reliance on
these \Veapons could increase the dange1·

of triggering a nuclear exchange because
the larger yields, higher accuracy, inore
rapid response thne-and relative vulnerability-of these tnissiles tnake then1
sirnultan~ously ntore vulnerable to a first
strike and n1ore capable of being used in
a preetnptive strike against ele111ents of

the other side's strategic deterrent.
Since \Ve announced OlU' first proposals in l\lay 1982, \Ve have nlade a serious
effort to nleet Soviet concerns and to
reflect evolving strategic concepts such
as those articulated by the Sco\vcroft
conunission. The core of ou1· proposal is
to reduce the total number of ballistic
1nissile nuclear \varheacls by approxi111ately one-third, leaving 5,000 on each
side. As a \Vay of dealing \Vith the proble111 of differing force structures, \Ve are
willing to negotiate trade-offs with the
Soviets bet\veen areas of differing interest and advantage. After consulting with
key l\Ie111bers of Congress, \Ve also inco1·porated the concept of '~build-do\\•11 into
our position. This proposal \vould link
rnode1·nization of 1nissiles to reductions in
\Va1·heads and \vould n1ake tnandatory a
1nininnn11 annual 5% reduction in ballistic
rnissile \Vat·heads do\vn to equal levels.
Throughout the negotiations in 1982
and 1983, ho\vever, the Soviets see1ned
deter1nined to hang on to the great
advantage in destructive po\ver of their
1nissiles. In fact, their proposals \Vould
have per1nitted the1n actually to continue
increasing the nu1nber of their \varheads.
They also distnissed the concept of builddo\vn. It is fair to say that there \Vas
so111e progress 1nade over the five START
negotiating sessions. In response to alte1·ations in our 01·iginal proposal, they
offered so111e constructive changes in
their position. \Vith our introduction of
the trade-offs concept, \\'e see111ed on the
threshold of significant 1n·ogress. But
unfortunatelJ\ the Soviets tied progress
in START to having their way in the
inter1nediate-range nuclear forces (or
INF) negotiations; last Dece1nber they
suspended indefinitely their participation
in START in frustration over their inability to prevent the cleploytnent in Western
Europe of Pershing II and groundlaunchecl cruise 1nissiles.
11

INF. A Soviet walkout from the INF
talks a 1nonth earlier also brought those
talks to a halt, and the Soviets have so
far refused to 1·eturn \vithout unaccept-

able preconditions. Since our objective in
those talks \Vas to eliininate that entire
category of longer range INF nlissiles,
\\'e \Vould have preferred not to have to
~eploy any such 1nissiles uf our O\Vll.
President Reagan's initial proposal-and
still OU\' preferred outco1ne-\vas to cancel NATO's planned deployments of
cruise and Pershing II 1nissiles in
exchange for con1plete elhnination of
Soviet SS-20 missiles. In an effort to
break a year-long staleinate, \Ve then put
for\vard an interitn proposal for substantial l'eductions in our planned deploy1nents if 1\fosco\V \\'ould cut back to an
equal nurnber of \\'arheacls. Then, last
Septeinber, \Ve 1nade fu1·ther inodifications in our proposal in order to nleet
stated Soviet concerns.
But, as in START, the Soviet objective \Vas evidently to preserve the hnbalance in their favor. In this case, the
existing "imbalance'' \Vas a n1onopoly:
more than 1,000 Soviet SS-20 warheads-\vith the ntunber increasing
steadily-versus none for ·the United
States. The last idea they surfaced, just
before breaking off the talks, was that
each side reduce actual or planned
deployn1ents by an 1cequal nu1nber" of
572-still leaving 700 warheads in
Europe and Asia fo1• the U.S.S.R. and
zero for the United States.
The Soviets' declared reason for
\Vithdra\ving from both negotiations \Vas
that INF deployments had begun in
\Vestern Europe. But during the preceding 2 years, the Soviets had deployed
over 100 SS-20s with mm·e than 300 warheads; yet the United States continued to
negotiate. In contrast to the Soviet
buildup, NATO has been reducing the
nu1nber of nuclear \Veapons in Europe.
By the time om· INF deployments are
con1pleted, at least five nuclear \Varheads
\Vill have been \Vithdra\vn frotn Europe
for each U.S. missile deployed.
\Ve are ready to resu1ne negotiations-in both START and INF-at any
ti1ne and \Vithout preconditions. Our proposals are fair, balanced, and \\'orkable.
They remain on the table. The Soviets
should need no ne\V concessions to lure
them back to Geneva. If they decide to
retul'll-and we hope they will-the
Soviets \Viii continue to find us and our
allies serious and forthcotning negotiating partners.
Nonproliferation. President Reagan
has also made it a fundamental objective
to seek to prevent the spread of nuclea1·
\Veapons to countries that do not no\v
have then1. We have a vigorous, t\vofold
approach to the problem of proliferation.
First, \\'e seek to create and strengthen
con1prehensive safeguards on expo1·ts of
nuclear technology.. \Ve are \Vorking to

strengthen the Inte1·11ational Aton1ic
Energy Agency (IAEA) and its safeguards syste1n. At the sa1ne thne, \Ve
strive to reduce the motivation fo1·
acquiring nuclear \Veapons by improving
regional and global stability and by pro1noting understanding of the legithnate
security concerns of other stateS.
These effo1·ts have already contributed itnportantly to strengthening the
global nonproliferation reghne. One significant achieve1nent iS the clarification of
China's nonproliferation policies during
our negotiation of the nuclear energy
cooperation agree1nent that \\'as initialed
during the President's trip to China. In
January1 China joined the International
Atoinic Energy Agency and said that it
\voulcl thereafter require IAEA safeguards on its nuclear exports to states
that do not possess nuclear \Veapons.
Pre1nie1· Zhao, in his Janua1·y 10 staten1ent at the \Vhite House, declared: 11 \Ve
do not engage in nuclca1· proliferation
ourselves, nor do \\'e help other countries
develop nuclear \Veapons."
MBFR. Complementing our efforts
to reduce the danger of nuclear confrontation, the Western allies have ~dnce 1973
been conducting talks with the Warsaw
Pact nations on the 1nutual and balanced
reduction of conventional forces in
Europe. Our goal has been to reduce the
conventional forces confronting each
other there to a lo\ve1·, equal level. Progress has been frustrated by the discrepancy bet\veen 1nanpo\ve1· figures
provided by Eastern negotiators and
Western estitnates of actual n1anpo\ver.
Last month, along with the other NATO
participants, \Ve put forth a ne\v initiative aitned at resolving this discrepancy
and paving the \Vay for verifiable reductions to parity. We hope that the Soviet
Union and the other \Varsa\v Pact participants \vill seize this opportunity to break
the in1passe at \'ienna.
Chemical Weapons. The problem of
chernical \\'eapons is no\v taking on a special urgency. Ever since these \Veapons
were used-to horrible effect-in World
\Var I, the \\'orld conununity has agreed
upon and observed a code of legal
restraint. No\\' after nearly 60 years, this
code of restraint is in danger of breaking
do\Vll. After exhaustive analysis, \Ve
have convincing evidence that the Soviet
Union and its allies have been using
che1nica1 and toxin \Veapons against civilian populations in Afghanistan and Southeast Asia. 1\Iore recentl.v, 1nustard gas
and other che1nical agents have been
etnployed in the Iran-Iraq \Var.
'fhe United States has, therefore,
taken the lead in efforts to strengthen
existing agreetnents governing chen1ical
\\'eapons-ancl lo Reek the total clhnina-
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tion of those \Veapons. Just last month,
Vice President Bush presented to the
Conference on Disarma1nent in Geneva a
draft treaty for a comprehensive ban on
their development, production, stockpiling, transfer, and use. Because of the
easily concealable nature of che1nical
\Veapons, the draft treaty contains
detailed provisions for verification,
including systeinatic international onsite
inspections. Because verification is frequently the most troublesome aspect of
arins control negotiation, \Ve are cautiously encouraged by recent signs of
Soviet \villingness to address so1ne of the
verification challenges. The world community must act effectively in banning
che1nical \Veapons, before existing
restraints break down completely and the
horrors of chemical \Varfare are once
again loosed upon the world.
Confidence-Building Measures. In
addition, there is a general category of
confidence-building measures \vhich \Ve
pursue in order to dhninish the risk of
\Var by surprise attack, accident, 01· 1niscalculation. Without fanfare, we and the
Soviets have been holding a series of constructive n1eetings on upgrading the 11 hot
line" direct co1nnn1nications link bet\veen
Washington and Moscow. In the START
and INF negotiations, the U.S. side
tabled a set of proposals for prior notification of ballistic missile launches, prior
notification of 1najor nlilitary exercises,
and expanded exchanges of data on inilitai·y forces. In the Helsinki process,
including the Stockholm Conference on
Disarn1a1nent in Europe, the United
States and the allies have pursued-and
\Viii continue to pursue-measures of this
kine! to reduce the risk of war. In addition, East and West are already routinely
exchanging notifications of strategic
exercises that might be misinterpreted.
This practice should be e~panded and
n1ore of it 1nade 1nandatory.
Space Weapons. 'l'he United States
has long believed that the arms competition should not be extended to space. For
that reason, \Ve have sponsored or joined
several treaties advancing this objective.
The 1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty
banned, among other things, testing of
nuclear \Veapons in outer space. That \Vas
followed in 1967 by the agreement on
peaceful uses of Outer space, \Vhich forbids placing any \Veapons of mass
destruction in space. We are continuing
to explore whether these restrictions
should be strengthened, including the
question of m·ms control for antisatellite
\veapons. A report of ou1· initial findings
was p1·esented to the Cong1·ess in March.
So far we have not been able to identify·
proposals to ban antisatellite weapons
that would be adequately verifiable and
4

serve our overall goal of deterring conflicts. We are, ho\vever, continuing to try
to identify 1neasures that \Vould ban or
1imit specific \veapons systeins, \Vhile
meeting our ve1·ification concerns.
Let me mention, in this context, the
question of space-based nlissile defenses.
President Reagan has proposed a strategic defense initiative-a research program designed to explore the possibility
that security and stability might be
enhanced by a system that could intercept and desfroy ballistic missiles before
they reached our or our allies' territory.
This research effort is fully consistent
with all om· treaty obligations. It could
lead to an inforined decision somethne in
the next decade on the question of
\Vhether such defensive syste1ns are genuinely feasible and practical. Shortly
after the President announced the initiative last yeat', the Soviets proposed that
scientists from the t\VO countries n1eet to
discuss the in1plications of these ne\v
technologies. We proposed, in turn, that
experts of our t\vo govern1nents-including scientific experts-1neeting in
the context of appropriate m·ms control
forun1s \\'ould be a inore approp1·iate and
effective vehicle for such discussion. We
have recently rene\ved our offet; and it
still stands.
Deterrence and .i\Iodernization
Even as \Ve pursue these arms control
goals, ou1· first line of defense, as far into
the future as \Ve can see, \Vill re1nain the
deterrence provided by our armed
forces. Thus the goals of stability and
security we seek to advance through
arms control can also be advanced by
steps that \Ve and our allies can take unilaterally.
Strengthening our conventional
forces, for exa1nple 1 is a \Vay of reducing
our reliance on nuclear \Veapons and
reducing the risk of any conflict that
could escalate into nuclear \Va1: Our strategic 1nodernization progra1n, of which
the MX missile is a critical element, has
been in1portant to the n1aintenance of a
strong deterrent and thus to the building
of a solid foundation for progress in ar1ns
control. \Ve can also rnoclernize our O\Vll
nuclear deterrent forces in \Vays that
enhance stability, such as the cievelopment of a small, single-warhead ICBM
that can lead both sides away from a
trend, especially on the part of the Soviets, to\vard reliance on destabilizing
multiwarhead ICBMs.
PREREQUISITES FOR PROGRESS

As I said earlie1; success or failure in
achieving our objectives depends on inore

than the technical feasibility of the proposals Ol' the skill of the negotiators. Our
efforts to create a more secure and
peaceful \Vorld cannot succeed unless certain important principles are upheld.
These are prerequisites for progress in
ar1ns control.

First, \\'e rnust n1aintain a credible
deterrent, based on restoring a balance
of military forces. If we allow the balance
to deteriorate badly, \Ve cannot expect
our negotiators to restore it, no 1natter
how skilled and determined they may be.
Arms control \\'ill simply not survive in
conditions of inequality, real or perceived; this is a fact of life proven by the
experience of the 1970s.
Second, the unity of our alliances is
both a prerequisite for success and a
basic interest \Ve \Vill not sac1·ifice. This
is why the unanimity displayed at the
Williamsburg summit a year ago was so
important. The Soviets seek to exploit
arn1s control negotiations as a tactic to
divide the West. They would like to
establish a veto over NATO weapons
deployments. They would like to maintain a monopoly of longe1• range INF missiles in order to achieve political
do1ninance in Europe. 'llhese things \Ve
cannot ancl will not let them <lo. 'fhus, we
have proceeded, and will continue to proceed, in the closest consultation \Vith our
allies and friends in both Etu·ope and
Asia.
Third, experience teaches that the
ar1ns control process cannot survive constant Soviet assaults on Western interests around the globe. The future of arms
control, therefore, will depend in part on
a Soviet willingness to help defuse tensions and regional conflicts, rather than
exacerbate them. The problem is not only
that these expansionist Soviet actions
sour the atmosphere but that they run
the risk of confrontations that can erupt
into \Vat: The increased stability \Ve are
trying to build into the superpower relationship through arms reduction is bound
to be undermined when the Soviets are
irresponsible in other regions of the
world.
Fourth, stability can be enhanced by
identifying and focusing on common
interests shared by the two sides, rather
than concentrating solely on what divides
us. Although we will continued to pnrsue
divergent political goals, we have come
together in arn1s control forums in recognition of our connnon interest in i·educing
the risk of war and clarifying the ground
rules of international conduct. Whether
through major arms control agreements
or confidence-building 1neasures, \Ve can
give concrete expression to this co1nmon
interest ancl make the world a safer
place. Preventing nuclear proliferation is

another objective in which the United
States and the Soviet Union have a com-

tnon stake and is an area \Vith considerable potential for greater coopei·ation.

And, as an itnportant bonus, the savings
of \Vol'ld resources could be significant.
Ulthnate success in our arms reduction efforts \Viii depend on all these con-

ditions: a credible deterrent, strong
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alliances, responsible international
behavior by the Soviets, and a willing-

ness to comprotnise in recognition of our
overriding mutual interest in the survival of civilization. But these conditions,

in turn, depend in the last analysis on the
qualities that we as a nation bring to the

enterprise: patience, perseverance, and
national unity.
We A1nericans are sometimes an
impatient people. It is a reflection of our
traditional optin1ism, clyna1nism, and
1
'can-clo" spirit. Usually these qualities
are a source of strength-but in a negotiation they can be a handicap. If one side
seetns too eager or desperate for an
agreement, the other side has no reason
to offer a co1npron1ise and every reason
to hold back, waiting for the more eager
side to yield first. It is paradoxical but
true: standing firn1 is sometimes the prerequisite for moving for\vard.
Just as cohesion among the allies is
crucial to the West's bargaining position
in INF, MBFR, and all negotiations
affecting om· allies and friends, so unity
in this country is critical to our hopes for
progress in all these negotiations. If
America appears divided, if the Soviets
conclude that domestic political pressures
\Viii undercut our negotiating position,
they will dig in their heels even deeper.

valuable lessons froin the arn1s control
efforts of the past. We are realistic, and
we are tackling the toughest issues
boldly, comprehensively, and without illusions. No President has been 1nore \Villing to face up to the real challenge of
. peace and security than Ronald Reagan.
Let the national debate, therefore,
be conducted at a level of serious, constructive dialogue \\'orthy of the ino1nentous importance of the subject. At stake
is the future of all of us, and on this issue
\Ve are not Republicans or De1nocrats but
Americans. If the President, the Congress, and the nation \Vork together, \Ve
will be a formidable force for the reduction of both armaments and the clanger of
CONCLUSION
\var, for the defense of freedo1n, and for
the prese1·vation of peace.
For all the difficulties, strategic arms
1'he probleins are too urgent and the
control negotiations have been virtuaHy
clangers too great to put off searching for
continuous since the first SALT talks
solutions until \Ve and the Soviets have
began in 1969. The dialogue has continresolved all· of our political differences.
ued bet\veen the Soviet Union and the
By defending our values, \vhile etnphasizUnited States even in times of tension
ing the co1n1non interests of ourselves
and through major changes of leadership
and our adversaries, I believe \Ve can
on both sides. The SovietB have tempofind a \\1ay to reduce the dangers. 1'hen,
rarily brought part of this dialogue to a
as President Reagan has said, 11 \Ve can
halt, but some discussions are continuing. pass on to our posterity the gift of peace;
We stand ready, \Vith reasonable proposthat, and freedom, are the greatest gifts
als, to go forward with all these negotiathat one generation can bequeath to
tions in a spirit of give-and-take.
another." 1111
All A1nerican Presidents since the
da\vn of the nuclear age have conunitted
themselves to the effort to reduce the
Published by the United States Depart1nent of
dangers of Wat'. They have all taken, in
State• Bureau of Public Affairs Office of
essence, the sa1ne path: n1aintaining our
Public Co1n1nunication • Editorial Division •
military strength, working with our
Washington, D.C. • May 1984
allies, and negotiating with the Soviet
Editor: Colleen Suss1nan •This material is in
Union. Ronald Reagan follows in this trathe public clo1nain and 1nay be reproduced
dition. No President can be oblivious to
without perinission; citation of this source is
appreciated.
what is at stake. We have learned many
The constructive bipartisan spirit sho\vn
by the Congress in support of arms control and our strategic inoclernization progran1s is a n1odel of \Vhat is needed.
Those who have supported those progran1s deserve our gratitude; they have
advanced the prospects for progress in
arms control.
If the Soviet Union rejoins the negotiating process, and sho\vs that it is \Villing to advance balanced proposals, I can
tell you here and now that the United
States is prepared to respond in a constructive spirit.
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